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This paper uses data from interviews with representatives of national
and state organisations that have a policy interest in student-working
in Australia. The interviewees included representatives from employer
bodies and trade unions as well as government organisations. The
data are used to discuss these stakeholders’ perceptions of the main
advantages and disadvantages of working by young full-time students
and the ways in which organisations in the business and educational
sectors have adapted their policies and practices for student-working.
The analysis is then used to inform a discussion about whether this
is a legitimate area for public policy formulation and if so, what prin-
ciples might underpin such policy and what some policies might look
like.
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Introduction
This paper reports on the ﬁndings of 15 in-depth expert interviews with rep-
resentatives of major organisations which have a stake in the phenomenon
of part-time student-working. The interviews formed part of a major study
on student-working, spanning three years, 2006–2008, which was funded by
the Australian Research Council with contributions from industry partner
organisations.
The aim of the overall study was to examine the part-time working
careers of full-time students in the 15–24 age group, both in themselves and
as precursors to the rest of the individual’s working life. While the majority
of Australian workers now enter the workforce initially through part-time
work while studying (Productivity Commission 2008), their part-time jobs
have not previously been recognised as of importance except as a prepara-
tion for what is seen as ‘real’ working life (i.e. that which commences once
full-time study ceases). Student-working careers are therefore both almost
universal and also almost invisible. In Australia, student-working careers do
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not only represent the major route for workforce entry in the twenty-ﬁrst
century, they also bring together and exemplify some major trends in the
economy such as the shift to service industries and the long-term growth in
the proportion of part-time and casual jobs in the economy.
The overall research study included: longitudinal surveys of school stu-
dents during the ﬁnal three years of schooling, focus groups and interviews
with young university students (less than three years post-secondary school)
through their ﬁrst three years of university study and in-depth case studies
with managers and student-workers with three employers at seven sites. The
ﬁeldwork took place in three states: New South Wales (NSW), Victoria and
Queensland.
The purpose of the stakeholder interviews as part of the major project
was to provide insight into the role of different stakeholders in student-
working and how they affect, and could affect, students’ working lives.
While each school or tertiary student at work makes his or her own decision
about whether and where to work, there are also larger forces at play.
School and qualiﬁcation systems, industry associations, trade unions and
government organisations which look after the interests of children and
young people all have an interest in the growth of student-working, and all
have the capability to affect the extent to which students are able to work,
the types of work that they are able to do and the extent to which students’
period of part-time work while studying impacts upon the future of those
students.
This paper has two purposes. The ﬁrst is to provide an overview of the
stakeholders’ interest in, and understanding of, the student-working phenom-
enon, with a particular focus on perceived advantages and disadvantages of
student-working, and the participating organisations’ policy agendas in the
area. The second is to provide evidence to inform an initial exploration of
two questions: Should there be a public policy agenda in this area and, if
so, what might it look like? Since the ‘school-to-work’ transition has tradi-
tionally been regarded as an important area for policy interest and for aca-
demic debate, it seems self-evident that student-working, which has changed
this transition for the majority of Australians, deserves close study. Despite
the importance of the issue there has as yet, however, been no coherent
overarching policy agenda in Australia, nor any argument for such an
agenda.
Background and literature review
The context for part-time working and the links with other areas of students’
lives, especially school and university (e.g. in the Australian literature,
Billett 2006; Smith and Green 2001) has received some attention, but much
literature has in the past related to potential adverse effects on studies, as
Patton and Smith (2009) maintain in their summary of literature on working
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by secondary school students. Young students’ part-time jobs per se (as
opposed to their effects on other aspects of young people’s lives such as
their grades while studying) have rarely been studied. And yet part-time
work while studying is now the manner in which most young Australian
people ﬁrst enter the workforce. Most workers now have a lengthy part-time
work history before leaving full-time education and this work history is
likely to take place in industries which may not be the site of their eventual
‘career jobs’. While the student-working phenomenon was commonplace in
the US early in the second half of the twentieth century (Greenberger and
Steinberg 1986), it has only recently become widespread in Australia, and in
other countries such as Germany (Winkler 2009). During most of the twenti-
eth century, early working experience in a full-time job was the major step-
ping stone for Australian young people to adult life, but this pathway is no
longer utilised by most young people. In 2003, the proportion of people
aged 15–19 years in full-time employment had fallen to 15% with an
increase in part-time employment between 1983 and 2003 from 28 to 68%
of employed people in that age group (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS]
2004); it has remained at this level since then (ABS 2008).
Earlier research indicates that about two-thirds of Australian students in
the ﬁnal three years of school (Years 10–12) have formal jobs at some point
(Smith and Green 2001). These data are supported by ABS statistics for
2004 (Patton and Smith 2009), and data from the larger project on which
this paper is based show 64% of a Year 12 six-school cohort working in
2008 (Patton and Smith 2009). The average number of hours worked by
school students per week has been consistently found to be around 9 or 10
(e.g. Robinson 1999), which also tends to be the standard working week for
student-workers employed by several major Australian companies (Smith
and Green 2001). Figures for average number of hours worked mask consid-
erable differences among groups of young people. While it is normally
assumed that working-class school students work more frequently and for
longer hours than better-off students, and this has been shown to be the case
in some US studies (e.g. Nelson and Gastic 2009), there is also contradic-
tory evidence; for example an Australian study shows above-average
engagement in paid work by school students from self-reported high as well
as low socio-economic status (SES) backgrounds, with lower engagement
by middle-range SES students (Smith and Green 2001, 47). The latter study
also showed lower levels of paid work than average among indigenous
school students and students with disabilities (Smith and Green 2001, 55).
The literature on school students’ part-time work is now being supple-
mented by literature on young university students’ part-time working. For
full-time university students, the average number of hours worked in both
Australia and the UK is greater than that for school students, at around 15
per week (Callender 2008; James et al. 2007; McInnis, James, and Hartley
2000). Around three-quarters of Australian university students work during
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semester, and 85% at some point during the year (James et al. 2007),
although these ﬁgures are a little misleading as they include full-time work-
ers who study part-time. The literature on university student-working mostly
focuses on detrimental effects on grades (Callender 2008; James et al. 2007;
McInnis, James, and Hartley 2000), as did earlier literature on school stu-
dent-working. However, Robotham (2009) suggests that academic perfor-
mance is reported by students to be little affected by working; he did
however ﬁnd that for some students, part-time work was reported to increase
stress levels. There is also evidence (James et al. 2007) that universities do
not take sufﬁcient account of students’ need to work when organising
aspects of the curriculum. Some literature expresses concern over what are
seen as the adverse ﬁnancial circumstances of university students, particu-
larly in the context of the advent of tuition fees ﬁnanced by the higher edu-
cation contribution scheme (HECS) (Australia) and student loans (UK)
(Holmes 2008). More recent literature tends to be more positive about the
beneﬁts of, and enjoyment gained from, part-time working while at univer-
sity (e.g. Greenbank, Hepworth, and Mercer 2009 in the UK and Winkler
2009 in Germany). An Australian study (Maher, Mitchell, and Brown 2009)
found evidence that full-time students saw part-time work as a legitimate
part of their life along with their studies and personal commitments. There
is also a smaller body of literature (e.g. Stevenson and Yashin-Shaw 2004)
discussing links between part-time work and full-time university studies.
Such literature as exists on student-worker jobs (as opposed to the effects
of those jobs on other aspects of young people’s lives) tends to come from
the industrial relations or sociology disciplines. Implicit and sometimes
explicit assumptions of such literature are that student jobs are ‘stop gap’
(Oppenheimer and Kalmijn 1995); that students generally dislike their work;
that they would not consider such work in the long term and that those who
do remain in their student-worker occupation after ceasing to be students
have failed in some way (e.g. Tannock 2001). The industries in which stu-
dents most often ﬁnd formal part-time work in Australia as in other coun-
tries are retail and fast food, with around two-thirds of school students
working in these industries (Smith and Green 2001). There is demand in
these industries for workers willing to work in the evenings and at weekend
– i.e. the hours when students are most commonly available. Overall, there-
fore, as Allan, Bamber, and Timo (2005, 3) point out in relation to student
fast-food employment, the literature ‘adopts a critical and negative perspec-
tive’ – and yet, as they say, fast food continues to attract young workers,
and their research found that young workers had many positive things to
say about their jobs. Managers in retail and fast-food companies are some-
times characterised in the industrial relations literature as being uncaring and
under-educated. While the retail industry, particularly among larger employ-
ers (although not the fast-food sector) is generally well-organised by trade
unions, in Australia as in North America (e.g. Walsh 1993), trade unions are
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often seen as unresponsive to the needs of student-workers (Tannock 2001).
The industries in which student workers are employed tend to be regarded
more generally as low-skilled and second-rate. It is sometimes assumed that
few people would want long-term careers in such work (Leidner 1993).
Considerable variations in skill requirements and job interest among typical
student jobs have, however, been noted (Bailey and Bernhardt 1997).
But despite their low status, the retail and hospitality industries form the
largest sector in Australia’s economy, and hence, offer good opportunities for
promotion and careers. The large project of which this paper forms part pro-
vided considerable data to show that employers were eager to promote young
people into senior positions (Smith and Patton 2011, forthcoming). There
were 235,254 enterprises operating in the retail sector in Australia in 2007
(ABS 2008). The retail industry faces a number of challenges such as low
productivity and proﬁts on turnover generated compared with other industry
areas (Maglen, Hopkins, and Burke 2001), which help to explain the indus-
try’s need to minimise on labour costs, and hence, to some extent, its need for
student-worker labour which is relatively inexpensive due to age rates. Retail
employers however, have cited a number of more strategic reasons why they
like to employ young student-workers, including their higher ‘calibre’ com-
pared with young school-leavers, and hence, their potential as future senior
staff (e.g. Canny 2002). Labour turnover among student-workers is high and
employers are typically viewed as tolerating high labour turnover and high
disaffection among their workers because of the standardisation of work and
supposed low levels of skill required (Lucas and Ralston 1996). High labour
turnover, however, among student-workers is not simple. While many work-
ers leave within a few weeks of commencing work, many remain in their jobs
for years (Curtis and Lucas 2001; Smith and Green 2005).
As part of the low status of retail and hospitality, jobs in these industries
have not traditionally required qualiﬁcations. However, changes under
Australian ‘training reform’ in the 1980s and 1990s have allowed for more
work-based training (Smith and Keating 2003), and the retail trade in
Australia has been a keen adopter of qualiﬁcation-based training (including
training for their student-workers). Part of the industry’s interest relates to
the career progression that is offered by qualiﬁcations which span Certiﬁcate
I to Advanced Diploma level, and in some cases (for example the major
retail company, Coles) link to qualiﬁcations offered through partnering uni-
versities. Many school students train in retail as part of vocational education
and training (VET) qualiﬁcations offered by schools, including working as
school-based apprentices through their part-time jobs (Smith and Green
2005). While skill or labour shortages have not been identiﬁed as serious in
the retail trade to date in Australia (although they have in the US, as Hughes
1999, points out) a study of the retail industry (Retail Industry Working
Group 2003) identiﬁed, in large companies, middle management as an area
where skills shortages were increasingly being felt. In this context, the
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retention and development of student-workers is vital for companies and for
the industry as a whole. Similar imperatives apply in the hospitality industry
(Australian Hotels Association 2008) where the labour shortages are exacer-
bated by rapid expansion in the industry (Baum 2002).
Finally, student-working needs to be set within a broader context of new
ways of thinking about careers. It has been exhaustively argued that work-
ers’ career patterns and attachments to employers are changing compared
with previous centuries, in that workers are more likely to experience sev-
eral changes of occupation and the skills required within those occupations
may also change quite rapidly (Arthur, Inkson, and Pringle 1999; Poehnell
and Amundson 2002). Thus, students’ initial experience within industry
areas that they may not choose as long-term jobs is consistent with this new
concept of career, although student-working is not addressed as such in this
literature. Partly because of the ﬂuidity of individuals’ working careers and
of jobs themselves, employability skills have become increasingly important
in both employers’ requirements of workers (Business Council of Australia
and Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 2002) and in educa-
tional policy planning. Employability skills may be partly developed in edu-
cational environments but it has been argued that they may best be
developed in the workplace (Smith and Comyn 2003); hence student part-
time jobs are prime sites for early development of such skills (House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Education & Training 2010).
This review of relevant literature shows that many factors affect students’
actions with relation to their part-time work and their employers’ motives in
recruiting and managing student-workers. It might be expected that student-
working would be a major topic of discussion at national policy level and
yet this has not been the case in Australia. While in the UK there have been
some national recommendations about student-working (as described by
Callender 2008), there has been only a limited amount of policy interest in
Australia. Such policy interest that has occurred has been narrowly deﬁned;
for example there have been state inquiries in three states into child labour
in the last six years, with an emphasis on health and safety issues (Smith
and Patton 2009). An Australian parliamentary inquiry into school student-
working, commenced in late 2008 during the lifetime of the research project,
and completed in 2010, focused on ‘combining school with work’; the terms
of reference all related to schooling rather than to working (House Standing
Committee on Education and Training 2008). The ﬁnal report, while reiterat-
ing the beneﬁts of part-time working for school students, also emphasised
the need for protection of school students’ ‘working longer hours and later
hours than ever before’ (House Standing Committee on Education and
Training 2010, 7).
The research described in this paper is thus the ﬁrst Australian attempt to
examine the phenomenon at a national level, from different viewpoints,
using research with senior policy-makers. It is important at this point to
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explain the boundaries of the research and of the paper. Firstly and more
generally, student-working is of signiﬁcance in wider policy arenas, as stu-
dent-working may impact on matters such as young people’s ability to, or
propensity to, and complete schooling, to proceed from school to university
and to sustain them while studying at university. However, these wider pol-
icy issues are not within the scope of this paper. Secondly, and more speciﬁ-
cally, it is necessary to clarify the nature of students within the scope of the
research. Many university students, in Australia as in other countries, are
mature adults who work full-time and study part-time. The research did not
consider these students; the project was conﬁned to full-time students aged
15–24. Finally, the project explicitly examined school and university stu-
dents only. It did not explicitly cover students in the VET system as there
are many complicating issues in that sector such as a relatively low propor-
tion of full-time students and the presence of employed apprentices and
trainees.
Method
As previously mentioned the senior stakeholder interviews formed part of a
larger research project. The interviews were designed to provide background
information to inform the development of the project as a whole, to discover
the interest that the different parties held in the student-working phenome-
non, and to surface issues that had not previously been researched. The par-
ticipants were selected as representatives of major organisations that had an
impact on, and were impacted upon by, student-working.
They included, in two states – NSW and Queensland – school systems,
school qualiﬁcations authorities and government departments and statutory
bodies that managed education and children’s and young people’s well-
being. Trade unions and employer associations representing workers and
employers from the major industries employing students – retail and hospi-
tality – were also included, as was the Federal government department most
closely connected to this policy area. These stakeholders – government,
unions and employer groups – are identiﬁed by Marginson (1993, 24–5) as
the major players in education policy. Employer groups and trade unions, of
course, have particular relevance for this particular issue (beyond their nor-
mal interest in education policy) as they respectively represent those that
provide jobs to student-workers and the interests of workers. In addition, a
policy ofﬁcer from the national Skills Council that managed skills develop-
ment for the service sector was included because the service sector is the
major sector of employment for student-workers. In all cases either the
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer (CEO) or the most relevant specialist senior ofﬁcial,
as delegated by the CEO or equivalent, was interviewed; and in two cases
more than one senior ofﬁcial was present at the interview.
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It may be useful to provide some extra explanation of the importance of
the stakeholders selected and the reason for their selection. In Australia, as
in other countries, employer and employee associations are responsible for
negotiating terms and conditions of employment for all workers through
industrial ‘awards’ (an Australian term referring to industry-wide regulation
of terms and conditions) and collective agreements; in addition they lobby
the Federal and state governments for changes to legislation affecting
employment and related issues. Thus student-workers’ pay, working hours
and ability to access beneﬁts such as government-funded training are heavily
affected by the actions of these bodies. Individual employers, of course,
employ workers, including student-workers, and employer associations, as
well as their role in the industrial relations and industrial policy system, also
represent the interests of those employers as individual companies and are
in regular contact with them. We interviewed representatives from the two
most relevant trade unions – retail and hospitality – and three of the
employer associations that represent the majority of employers of student-
workers. Service Skills Australia, the relevant Industry Skills Council was
included as a stakeholder because of its national role in developing ‘Train-
ing Packages’ (the national VET curriculum) (Smith and Keating 2003) and
promoting training and career paths within the service industries (which
include retail and hospitality). In addition, Service Skills Australia (SSA) is
in regular touch with employer and employee associations in its industry
areas as well as with individual employers including human resource staff.
As with the employer and employee associations, SSA is able to affect stu-
dents’ working through lobbying and promotion and also through the inclu-
sion in Training Packages of relevant qualiﬁcations which are available to
student-workers through their work and attract government funding as the
result of arguments made by SSA and other bodies.
Moving on to the education side, in Australia education is governed and
managed primarily at the state and territory level, although a Federal depart-
ment (at the time, the Department of Education, Science and Training)
oversees both school education and VET. While at the time of the study, stu-
dent-working was not on the Federal government’s agenda as a formal issue,
and so there was no ofﬁcial designated with a role in the area, the most rele-
vant policy ofﬁcer in the Department of Education, Science and Training,
was sought and interviewed. In each of the two states, the most relevant
senior ofﬁcer in each of the state education departments was nominated by
the department and interviewed. In addition the relevant senior ofﬁcer in each
of the state qualiﬁcations authorities was interviewed. The importance of the
latter is that these bodies set curriculum in their respective states, determine
the way in which it is assessed and determine whether senior school subjects,
including those with embedded VET qualiﬁcations, ‘count’ towards
university school-leaver entrance scores (which in Australia, are managed at
the state level). Thus these ofﬁcials’ recommendations to their Ministers
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determine whether school curriculum can be amended to accommodate stu-
dent-working, whether student-working should be regulated in terms of its
effects on school curriculum and whether students’ work may attract qualiﬁ-
cations that ‘count’ within the school system as well as the VET system. As
one minor example, one of the researchers was involved, during the lifetime
of the research project, in the steering committee for the development in
NSW of a Work Studies curriculum for 14–15 year olds which allowed for
the possibility of incorporation of part-time working experience into assess-
ment. The two states from which state representatives were sought were
NSW and Queensland. These were chosen because the majority of the ﬁeld-
work for the project was undertaken in these two states because of the
researchers’ own location; moreover they are useful states for policy discus-
sion as NSW is the largest state and Queensland, at the time of the research,
was the most rapidly expanding. It should be noted that in Queensland only
one representative of the education system could be accessed; this intervie-
wee spoke for both the education department and the qualiﬁcations authority,
two bodies which are more closely aligned in Queensland than in NSW.
The interests of children and young people are overseen in each Australian
state or territory by Commissioners for Children and Young People. These
people and their support staff, forming statutory bodies, work with
government departments and other statutory bodies to safeguard and promote
the interests of people of 24 years and younger. The relevant ofﬁcials in other
states were included because they are the bodies representing, in the
quasi-government sphere, the interest of student-workers within the scope of
the research project, in a different way from trade unions. The Commission-
ers’ ofﬁces make recommendations to government departments about
legislation and produce reports that are utilised in a range of ways.
In addition, the relevant project ofﬁcer from the NSW teachers’ union
was interviewed, as that union had commenced a major campaign on school
student-working during the life of the project. Other interviewees recom-
mended this project and this interviewee to us. This interviewee was
selected because of the particular campaign rather than being part of a sys-
tematic effort to include education unions, the latter having no direct rela-
tionship to student-workers. However, teachers are important in
operationalising education policy with students, and therefore the teacher
union’s position on student-working may be assumed to have some impor-
tance in inﬂuencing the acceptance of policy on this issue.
These stakeholders covered the major organisations which do and could,
through their actions, recommendations and lobbying of governments,
impact on student-working in Australia. In some cases (e.g. the state educa-
tion) they develop, put forward for approval and implement government pol-
icy themselves; in others they form one of the parties involved in
negotiating industrial relation agreements (e.g. trade unions, employer
associations). The employer associations develop policies on behalf of their
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members and inﬂuence their members, major employers, in developing com-
pany policies which include policies on student-working.
There was one notable relevant body that could not be accessed. Unfor-
tunately the peak body of Australian Universities, Universities Australia,
declined to be involved in the research, as discussed in more detail below.
This presumably partly reﬂects the fact that the peak body did not at the
time of the research have a policy interest in this area; the stated reason was
the fact that the body has only a small number of permanent staff and was
not able to support an additional activity. It could also be argued that a rep-
resentative of the national university student association could have been
interviewed, and this is perhaps a limitation of the research. Many other
stakeholders could of course have been interviewed, for example welfare
organisations that have an interest in lobbying for young people, but the
interviews were deliberately conﬁned to those organisations responsible for
policy in the area.
It may also be worth mentioning that the researchers were already famil-
iar with some of the stakeholders interviewed, or others in their organisa-
tions, and had gained their trust during previous research and policy
initiatives. This not only improved ease of access to senior personnel,
always a problem in policy research (Goldstein 2002) but also may be
assumed to have improved the frankness with which many of these intervie-
wees were prepared to speak.
Table 1 shows interviewees by organisation name and position. While
most interviewees were happy for their position names to be used in publi-
cations despite the fact that they could thereby be identiﬁed; one participant
requested that the position name to be withheld.
The major areas of questioning were as follows:
 The interest of the organisation in the topic of student-working;
 Any position that the organisation holds on the topic;
 Advantages of part-time working by students for students, employers
and any others;
 How these advantages might be built upon?; and
 Disadvantages or challenges of part-time working by students; and
how the organisation is addressing these challenges or how they could
be addressed by others.
It may be worth at this point re-iterating that the research project was
about full-time students aged 15–24 who work part-time, not about full-time
workers who study part-time or about older full-time students.
The stakeholder interviews took place progressively over the three years
of the project, 2006–2008. It should be noted that from 2006 until approxi-
mately August 2008, Australia was in a period of economic boom with
unemployment rates ranging between 4 and 4.5% (ABS 2007). From August
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2008 the global ﬁnancial crisis began to affect economic growth in
Australia, although it did not have any appreciable effect on employment
during the latter months of the interviewing period. The other major relevant
political changes over the life of the project were the replacement of a con-
servative (Liberal) government with a more left-wing (Labour) government
in November 2007 and the dismantling during 2008 of Liberal industrial
relations policies, collectively known as Work Choices, that were generally
felt to favour employers’ rights over workers’.
The interviews took place face to face or by telephone and lasted
between 40 and 90min. Most interviewees, but not all, gave permission
for the interviews to be taped and transcribed. Transcripts and notes were
then analysed by themes. These can be separated out as ‘etic’ issues
(Stake 1995, 20) – issues ‘brought in from outside’, based on a variety of
sources including the literature and the researcher’s own interests; and
‘emic’ issues – arising from the participants’ interests and responses (Stake
1995, 20). The etic themes were those covered by the questioning areas
and the emic themes revolved around the strategic use of student labour
by companies and industries.
Three issues may be raised here as limitations of the research reported in
this paper. Firstly, the total number of interviewees is quite small, at only
15. There is a lack of consensus on the number of interviews necessary to
generate useful data. Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) report authors’ rec-
ommendations ranging from 5 interviews up to 30 or more. They report that
Kuzel (1992, in Guest, Bunce, and Johnson 2006, 61) suggests 6–8 inter-
views for a homogeneous sample and 12–20 when dealing with variation.
Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) themselves found data saturation occur-
ring after 12 interviews. Thus the number of 15 interviews appears defensi-
ble. It should also be borne in mind that the participants were experienced
and senior people who were able to draw on a range of working experience
in different contexts as well as on their experiences serving on a range of
other national bodies and committees in areas related to the project. Sec-
ondly, while our belief is that we selected the most appropriate bodies from
which to request interviewees, others might argue that different bodies
should have been selected. Our selection was based on the desire to inter-
view those as close as possible to the relevant policy formation processes
and also included recommendations from the project’s reference group
(Dorussen, Lenz, and Blavoukos 2005). One strength of our participant
selection is that the sampling was purposive: bodies with particular functions
within the different policy settings were selected and the inclusion of two
states enabled some cross-checking of data amongst the respondents. A sim-
ilar method, although on a different topic, was employed by Bartlett and
Johnson (2009) in three American states with a total interview pool of 33
people. Thirdly, as respondents were carefully selected to represent particular
constituencies, in some cases their expertise was necessarily unique among
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the respondent group and therefore it was not possible internally to validate
all statements.
Findings
While the interviewees were responding in their ofﬁcial capacities, they pro-
vided personal opinions as well. They also provided insights into the issues
from previous working roles, as is often the case in expert interviews.
The interest of the organisations in student-working and their positions on
the issue
The employer associations noted that young people, and particularly students,
formed a major part of their member companies’ workforces. Retail and hos-
pitality had the youngest workforces of all industry sectors in Australia:
Of the top three areas of interest for our member, their workforce is the num-
ber one . . . we’ve got a pretty signiﬁcant reliance on young workers in our
business and the majority of them are part-time and the majority of them are
studying while they’re working. (Employer Association, hospitality)
Labour turnover in these industries was high and the associations felt that
employers needed to take a more strategic approach to labour force plan-
ning. The trade unions understood the importance of student-workers in
their industries’ workforces but the retail union appeared to have been
more successful in engaging students in the union than the hospitality
union. The latter union was concerned that there appeared to be little
training for student-workers and wished to improve this situation. The
retail union stated that among larger employers there was good training
and opportunity for advancement for student workers and would like to
see this replicated among all employers but that the union had to concen-
trate its resources in areas where there was maximum return. Both unions
were interested in moving student-workers from casual to permanent part-
time jobs although they recognised that many younger students preferred
higher hourly rates of pay to the beneﬁts such as holiday and sick pay
that came with permanency. They also noted the low rate of pay in the
industries in which students worked; this has been noted also in the UK
(Callender 2008). Both employer associations and trade unions mentioned
industrial relations issues such as moves that were underway in 2007 to
consider youth wage levels as part of the Liberal government Fair Pay
Commission.1 In addition, some states had introduced rules regulating the
employment of young people under the age of 18 as a way of protecting
such workers against adverse employment contracts introduced in accor-
dance with the Liberal government’s Work Choices legislation. These leg-
islative changes and potential changes were important; for examples
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changes to pay differentials between adult workers and young workers or
changes to the hours that students could work could have marked effects
on the propensity to employ student-workers. It should be noted that
there were, at the time of some of the interviews, few regulations in
Australia concerning the age at which formal work can be undertaken or
the hours that young people can work. This was in marked contrast to,
for example, the United States where hours of work are tightly regulated
by states (Committee on the Health and Safety Implications of Child
Labor 1998).
The education representatives recognised the role of student-working in
young people’s lives and on the whole their interest was in seeing that
schools recognised this role and provided ﬂexibility to accommodate it.
However, their ultimate position was that education should take precedence
over part-time work – although they respected young people’s choices.
There was some concern (particularly from the teachers’ union) that students
might be working long hours and late at night, and in small numbers of
cases might be exploited, and therefore had a wish to educate school stu-
dents about these issues. This was also the major area of interest of repre-
sentatives from the children’s and young people’s government bodies. These
bodies liaised with other government departments such as industrial relations
and health and safety departments on this issue. The second major interest
area for education sector interviewees was about whether and how to cap-
ture learning undertaken by student-workers, including whether and how to
link this learning to formal VET-in-schools programmes. There was a
sophisticated understanding of the pros and cons of this issue, such as the
lack of consistency in students’ experience, the variation in students’ interest
in the capturing of such learning and the appropriateness of employers hav-
ing responsibility for part of the school curriculum. The third interest area
was how student-working could facilitate successful transition from full-time
school to full-time work.
The Skills Council’s major concern was the status and skill levels of
its constituent industries which included retail and hospitality. The Coun-
cil recognised that most young workers began their working careers in
its industry areas but that many subsequently moved out. It was keen to
see proper training in customer service that could carry over into other
industry areas as well as career paths leading from student-working into
management within retail and hospitality. Similar interests were articulated
by the representative from the Federal department of education and
employment.
Advantages of part-time working by students
There was general agreement on the beneﬁts that student-working conferred
on all stakeholder groups. Many of the comments were summed up well by
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an interviewee from one of the State Commissioners for Children and
Young People:
Well, I guess the advantages for students are the pay, the independence, inter-
action with other young people, and other adults, uh, new skills that they’ve
learnt. Advantages for employers are that young people are enthusiastic and
fresh workers, and that enthusiasm is often, you know, it makes the workplace
more fun and open. Advantages for others, well, family members appreciate
the pay and the life lessons that young people receive from work, and teachers
may appreciate increased maturity or real-world experience, and future
employers appreciate previous training.
There was a range of skills – technical and generic – which young people
were said to learn from their part-time jobs. As interviewee 2 (employer
association) said:
(they often) end up with some sort of management role before they ﬁnish, so
they’re getting experience in managing people, getting experience in managing
ﬁnance as well as being a store sales person; so they’re getting a pretty broad
range of experience . . . And for students particularly being able to acquire
practical experience to theoretical study . . . ‘realistic’ is the wrong word but
grounded in practice rather than just grounded in theory, so it’s useful to have
those work experiences to being able to apply to theoretical knowledge . . .
Otherwise just those cultural skills you pick up that are so important – particu-
larly in retail where there’s so many young people these days, will go into
ofﬁce jobs, perhaps not with customer interface and so in retail you do; retail
and hospitality, you do get those customer interfaces and develop some very
practical social employability skills that are quite difﬁcult I think to pick up at
the same rate in a full-time job that so many young people go into.
Table 2 provides a breakdown of interviewees’ views of the advantages for
students and for employers, including the perceived learning outcomes. The
views are sorted into themes which can themselves roughly be divided into
immediate and long-term beneﬁts, for both parties.
Advantages for others were also mentioned. For example, the intervie-
wee from the Federal government department said that young people’s
presence in customer service roles in the workforce gave the opportunity
for elderly people to mix with them when they might not have other
opportunities to do so. The visibility of young people also improved
society’s view of them. Students were contributing to the economy by
paying for their education and purchasing goods; and by building up the
level of skills in the economy (Skills Council). It was felt that they were
bringing back to their families and their educational institutions improved
life skills (Commission for Children and Young People 2005). It was
pointed out that the community at large beneﬁted from the extended
opening hours of retail and hospitality businesses (Federal government
department), which would not be possible without student labour.
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Table 2. Advantages of student-working, for students and for employers (numbers
in brackets refer to interviewee numbers allocated in Table 1).
For students For employers
Income Immediate needs
 Support selves or their families
(1, 3, 6, 7, 9)
 An income for discretionary spend-
ing/ independence (7, 9, 10)
 Allows business to operate for
extended hours and in a ﬂexible
way (3, 4, 5c, 9, 10, 11)
 Help meet labour shortages and
skill shortages (3, 10)
 Cheaper labour (3, 5c)
Enjoyment and achievement Higher calibre of staff
 Self-efﬁcacy, especially for those
that don’t perform well at school
(1, 6, 10)
 Mixing in new social circles and/or
understand school acquaintances
better (3, 6, 7, 9)
 Have fun (1, 10)
 An educated and innovative
workforce (3, 11)
 An enthusiastic/fresh/ unjaded
workforce (6, 11)
 Insight into a different generation
(1, 3, 7)
Career development and planning Future workforce planning
 Experience of workplaces (and of
different workplaces) especially
for students from families with
inter-generational unemployment
(3, 5a, 5c, 9)
 Build a CV for future career and/or
to support selves through university
(11, 12b)
 Assisting a safe transition to
full-time work (8, 9, 5c)
 Try out different industries (3)
 Beneﬁt later from already-trained
people (6)
 A pool of people for future man-
agement needs (3, 5c)
Learning
 Learn technical skills through for-
mal training (2, 4, 6)
 Learn generic skills
(1, 2, 3, 5a, 5c, 8, 9)
 Learn management skills
(2, 7, 8, 9)
 Learn life skills e.g. getting to
work on public transport (5c)
 The possibility of ‘counting’
working experience towards school
studies (5a, 5c, 9, 1)
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Disadvantages/challenges associated with part-time working by students
Again, an interviewee from one of the State Commissions for Children and
Young People summed up many comments:
And in terms of disadvantages or challenges of part-time working by students,
ah, the disadvantages would be impact on sleep, impact on connection to
formal education, impact on family time when work occurs in 24 hour trading
environments, and part-time low-skilled jobs may become long-term careers,
such as hospitality or retail industries. Um, and I guess, children might not be
fully aware of their rights and responsibilities and any potential occupational
health and safety risks.
The full list of disadvantages/challenges as articulated by interviewees is
presented in Table 3.
Interviewees reported instances of practices to address challenges. For
example, some employers had created new supervisor positions to make
the work more interesting for students. Employers had learned to work
around the period of examination absences; however, one respondent said
that employers were less likely to allow time off for sporting commitments
or for social events if time off for study was provided. In these cases, stu-
dents needed to make their own decisions about their priorities. While it
was recognised that there was a risk of exploitation of very young workers,
there was little evidence from the stakeholders that they had heard about
speciﬁc instances. The most concrete statement about exploitation was
made by the hospitality union representative (interviewee 4). However this
statement was quite vague as can be seen by his use of the conditional
tense:
But I suppose our experience in the hospitality area, the down side of
using students, and this is probably more of a perception than anything
else, they would be used and abused in the industry. They’d be seen as
cheap labour.
This interviewee expressed his admiration for the good practices he said he
saw in the employment of students in retail and fast food; in other words, it
was only his own industry area that he perceived as ‘abusing’ students.
Table 3 provides some examples of potential practices that could be viewed
cumulatively, by some, as abuse or exploitation: low pay, lack of training,
too much responsibility, late working hours, lack of regard for study
commitments.
The NSW Teachers’ Federation provided an example of a comprehensive
response to the issue. Recognising that school students wished to work and
gained beneﬁts from it but that there were nevertheless problems associated
with it, the organisation began a major campaign on the issue in late 2006.
The Federation commissioned a research report to provide evidence about
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Table 3. Disadvantages/challenges of student-working, for students and employers.
For students For employers
Nature of the work Other priorities
 Pay is low in typical student jobs
(4)
 Training opportunities may be lim-
ited/employers unwilling to share
knowledge (1, 4, 10, 11)
 Students may be given too much
responsibility for their age and
maturity (8)
 Low proﬁt margins may limit
desire or ability to provide proper
training for students (1, 4)
 Students may be
 Students have peaks of unavail-
ability
e.g. around exam periods (10)
 Students may put social engage-
ments above work (1)
Limited duties
 Young age of some students
means they cannot perform full
range of tasks (e.g. involving
alcohol) (10)
Immediate consequences for other
priorities
 May interfere with time for study
(11, 7, 9)
 May interfere with speciﬁc
non-standard study requirements
e.g. ﬁeld trips and placements (5c)
 May interfere with other commit-
ments
(3, 12b)
 Late hours may lead to insufﬁcient
sleep (6, 9)
Longer-term consequences
 Students may not feel very
attached to the workplace/high
turnover (1, 4, 10)
 Students may not see the
long-term potential in their
industries (11)
Longer-term consequences
 Limited number of hours and job
roles may exclude students from
decision-making/deeper learning
about the company or industry
(11, 10)
 May ‘suck young people in’ to
low paying permanent jobs and/or
leaving school prematurely
(3, 6, 10)
Equity
 Equity issues – students’ jobs are
harder to obtain in some geo-
graphical areas than others and
non-participation in student-
working could disadvantage young
people (5c)
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the issue, published in 2007 (NSW Teachers’ Federation 2007) which then
provided the basis for a website designed to act as a resource for students,
their teachers and their employers. The organisation said that the major dis-
advantages for school students of part-time working were excessive hours,
late hours and difﬁcult employers. The website that was developed
(http://www.studentsatwork.org.au) provided advice on all these issues
including a time management tool which prompted the student to remember
how many hours he or she had already worked that month and to consider
whether it was wise to accept more shifts. The Federation also educated
teachers about patterns of student-working. As the interviewee said:
Many teachers, are in (their) early 50s, or late 40s early 50s, when we were
kids you were sort of conﬁned to (working on) Saturday mornings, Thursday
night, or well most of us remember Thursday night shopping coming in . . .
you know, Saturday morning was it! . . . you throw the statistics at them and
jaws drop and gasps emerge. A lot of people I don’t think realise the extent
to which their groceries are getting on their supermarket shelves on the back
of this army of workers, many of whom . . . are students.
The Federation was hoping that its website would be integrated into school
curriculum; for example the time planner could be used when teaching
spreadsheets. Similarly, some of the initiatives described by the interviewees
from the State Commissions for Children and Young People involved
resources, produced by different government departments that were designed
for use in the school curriculum.
Strategic use of student labour
Many additional comments raised by stakeholders revolved around the way
in which industries made strategic use of its student labour-force. While
these comments related to the ‘advantages’ and ‘challenges’ of student-
working they moved beyond a simple recounting of such issues, particularly
in helping to illustrate the likely persistence of the use of student labour.
While the retail industry was perceived to have embedded student-working
within its human resource practices, the hospitality industry was described
by both relevant employer associations as still at the beginning of an under-
standing of the potential of student-working. This was seen as a particular
difﬁculty because the part of the industry (cafes and restaurants) which
employed most young workers was the most rapidly expanding. It was
reported that employers and student-workers alike viewed their relationship
as short-term and casual, and there was little attempt to build loyalty:
It’s like, ‘OK we have a function coming up and get the casual workforce in’
. . . and it’s a function where you need someone who can put the meal on the
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table and somebody who can serve alcohol . . . you’d be looking for students
for that type of work. (Hospitality union)
The employer and employee associations in hospitality therefore looked to
the retail sector as an example of good use of student-workers, both in terms
of motivating and retaining them, and in terms of grooming them for man-
agement roles. It was interesting however that the retail employer associa-
tion considered that the retail industry was not uniformly effective in its use
of student-workers; some larger companies and most smaller companies
were seen as less effective. In all cases it seemed that small businesses had
fewer processes in place for the effective utilisation of student labour. The
retail trade union worked with larger employers to build rostering issues into
collective agreements.
The trade unions had similar views to the employer associations in
their industries. They considered that many employers were missing out
on the potential of their student-workforce and this was particularly so in
hospitality. Similar patterns carried over to the practices of the unions
themselves. The retail union regarded student-workers as an integral part
of their membership and targeted them in their magazines and other com-
munications. The hospitality union appeared to have a less strategic
approach to its potential membership from the student workforce although
it was also hampered by lack of access to workers. While it was
reported that larger retail employers invited trade unions to address their
staff at induction sessions, hospitality employers were reported to limit
union representatives’ access to workers to inconvenient locations and
times:
You can imagine trying to talk to the workers, they’re having their lunch
break and they’re in the lunch room and it’s in front of everybody else and
there’s a union ofﬁcial trying to talk to them about their issues in the work-
place. (Hospitality union)
Training was considered an essential part of good management of student-
workers. The retail sector made good use of nationally recognised training
while hospitality made little use of available qualiﬁcations for its student
workers:
Fast food chains like McDonalds – they have great training. Probably some of
the best training you’ll get. (Hospitality union)
It was suggested that training was the major way in which students were
motivated and retained both as student-workers and into management
roles. Some companies also put a great deal of effort into ‘branding’
their companies not only for customers but also for potential workers.
Thus:
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You don’t say ‘I work in retail’, you say ‘I work for Boost Juice’ and you get
a certain image associated with it. So the offering to the customer is a similar
strategy as the offerings to the potential employee. And recruiters now don’t
talk around employment strategies; they actually talk about brand offering. So
they’re actually sounding like merchandisers. (Skills Council)
These strategies were all aimed at making companies ‘employers of choice’
and were important in industries where pay was low and therefore other
motivators needed to be available. The issue of pay rates was not discussed
speciﬁcally. As the interviewees and the researchers alike were expert in the
area there was no need to reafﬁrm the fact that pay for young workers was
low. Two factors contribute to this. Firstly, in Australia, most ‘awards’ and
collective agreements have pay scales which reach a full adult rate at age
21. Moreover, the industries in which most students work have traditionally
been at the lower end of the wages spectrum, although there is some differ-
entiation; for example retail rates of pay are greater than fast food. Some
concern was expressed by interviewee 2 (retail employer association) that a
current government ‘Fair Work’ initiative might remove the ability to pay
lower rates for younger workers, which would make it difﬁcult for employ-
ers to continue to employ the large numbers of students that they did.
There was general agreement that abuse of young employees was con-
ﬁned to a few employers, but also that young part-time workers were excep-
tionally vulnerable and needed protection:
There’s some rogue people out there some of which make the headlines. But
there are a lot of people with goodwill and good intention in the world and I
don’t think that a lot of employers do down young people. Young people have
a lot of faith in their employers that was a thing we found when interviewing.
Generally they didn’t speak ill of their employers at all. They were open to
exploitation I suppose by the fact that they were reasonably ignorant and
therefore vulnerable. (Teachers’ union)
While the labour market was tight throughout the period of research, and
student-workers would normally be able to move jobs easily, it was sug-
gested that they sometimes perceived their power in the labour market as
less than it was (retail union).
Discussion and conclusions
The ﬁndings described in this paper suggest that there is a fair amount of
consensus on the issue of student-working among those that operate in pol-
icy circles. Stakeholders recognise that student-working provides advantages
for students, employers and the general community and there is a reasonable
amount of agreement on what those beneﬁts are. There is also agreement on
the major risks associated with student-working although, naturally, those
bodies charged with the protection of young people voice those risks more
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vehemently. It is interesting, though, that employer as well as employee
industry associations are critical of some employers’ practices. Their criti-
cisms tend to be couched in the terms of being ‘bad for business’ rather
than the deleterious effects on the young workers, but the practices that they
criticise are the same as those of other stakeholders who are more focused
on the young person’s needs.
The ﬁndings of the larger project concur closely with the ﬁndings from
the stakeholder interviews; this indicates that the stakeholders were in close
touch with on-the-ground practices. Some data from the research project
from which this paper is drawn is already publicly available, in two
published works and one forthcoming publication referenced in this paper
(Patton and Smith 2009; Smith and Patton 2009, 2011, forthcoming). The
published works relate to the ways in which students were managed by their
employers, their working experiences and some implications for school
counsellors. As-yet-unpublished data describe the changes in patterns of
work over the ﬁnal three years of school and the ﬁrst three years of univer-
sity study. The ﬁndings of the larger project also indicate some effects of
part-time working on the career development attitude of school students,
although little effect on career self-efﬁcacy; for university students ﬁndings
indicate overwhelmingly positive attitudes towards part-time working and
the ability to enumerate clearly the skills gained from that work.
Some indication emerged during the interviews, however, that stakehold-
ers’ views were not always based entirely on rigorous evidence. Stakehold-
ers made liberal use of personal anecdotes; several used examples of their
own children’s experiences. While these examples were not necessarily at
variance with the other evidence they presented, it did raise some questions
about the evidence base on which policy may be made by such organisa-
tions. In other cases, stakeholders were simply unaware of available evi-
dence; for example representatives of those organisations that were most
suspicious of employers did not appear to have had, or to have planned, any
direct dialogue with employers and were not aware of such things as
employers’ policies relating to student-workers. For example, one of the
interviewees who worked for a statutory body that had completed a major
research project on school students’ employment was not aware that the
major retail and fast-food companies employing school children had policies
in place that placed restrictions on late-night working for under-18s.
Most stakeholder responses related to younger workers rather than the
18-plus student-workers attending university. While this was partly due to
the sample base for the interviewees, it could perhaps indicate that univer-
sity student-working is a matter of less concern to stakeholders in terms of
potential risks. This would perhaps be legitimate since young people of
18-plus have more labour market power and more information on which to
base their own decisions, compared with younger teenagers. Eighteen-plus
students are also more able to regulate their balance of work and study,
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while school students are more likely to be locked into conventional full-
time study patterns. It could perhaps be noted here as relevant that despite
strenuous efforts, the researchers were unable to interest the peak body of
Australian universities, Universities Australia, in taking part in the research
project. This was especially unfortunate as that body regularly carries out
surveys of student ﬁnances and publishes data from those which are used to
report, in rather a negative manner, the fact that most students are obliged to
work to make ends meet (e.g. James et al. 2007).
There are some limitations to the research. As discussed earlier, the sam-
ple of 15 interviewees is quite small, despite its coverage of the major
bodies which affect student-working. The interviews were carried out to sup-
port a large project and this paper does not report on the larger project,
requiring the reader to take somewhat on trust the fact that the stakeholders’
comments are grounded in the actuality of students’ experiences of work,
which the larger project bore out. The researchers had the advantage, during
the period of conducting and analysing the stakeholder interviews, of con-
stant comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss 1967) with the extensive
ﬁeldwork data in the broader project, which are not available to the reader
of this paper except in an abbreviated form earlier in this section. Finally,
there were no discrete research questions for the stakeholder phase of the
project as it was not designed as a stand-alone project.
The report of the 2008–2010 government inquiry into student-working
(House of Representatives Standing Committee on Education & Training
2010) allows some of these potential criticism to be addressed. This inquiry
received 62 submissions and held seven public hearings; among those
invited to the hearings were groups of school students as well as the same
groups of stakeholders, and in some cases individuals, that were included in
the research reported on in this paper. The inquiry also surveyed over 1765
school students through an online survey. The ﬁndings of this inquiry sup-
port the ﬁndings described in this paper in all major respects with no sub-
stantial points of difference, suggesting that the data in this paper can be
seen as reliable and trustworthy. A submission by the authors to this inquiry,
based on the larger study, was cited three times in the government report.
Data provided earlier, showing that over two-thirds of both senior school
students and full-time university students have jobs, indicate that student-
working is probably a permanent phenomenon in Australia which would
only decline were there to be major changes in the economy. Despite the
impact of the 2008 global ﬁnancial crisis towards the end of the research,
there were no signs of students’ jobs disappearing during the period of the
research, and the impact of the recession in Australia has been short-lived.
The interview ﬁndings – particularly as expressed in Table 2 where many of
the stated advantages were mentioned by a large number of the
stakeholders – tend to suggest that the interests of young people and of
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employers coincide to an extent that other stakeholders have become, if not
enthusiastically supportive, at least accepting of the phenomenon.
The question then needs to be asked whether this is a legitimate arena
for public policy and if so, what type of policy? An argument for govern-
ment policy interest is that many student-workers are young people aged
under 18 whose actions in other areas of life are expected to be monitored
and overseen by governments. The ofﬁces of the commissions for children
and young people, for example, are set up for just that purpose. As
Jann and Wegrich (2007, 45) state, ‘policy-making presupposes the recog-
nition of a policy problem’. Problems come to public attention through
the process of agenda-setting; groups compete to put issues on the agenda
or to keep them off the agenda (Birkland 2007, 63). Student-working has
remained, at least in Australia, off the major policy agenda until very
recently. This may well suit the various stakeholders, as they have thus
far managed to address emerging issues within the conﬁnes of their own
organisations, whether they be education systems, employers or bodies
representing employers or employees. However, the fact that a Federal
government inquiry was set up into student-working suggests that a group,
or groups, has decided that problems exist which may have a policy solu-
tion. Birkland (2007, 63) maintains that the group which successfully
describes a problem is the one that provides solutions to it. It is important
therefore to ensure that the ‘problem’ of student-working is correctly
described.
What are the possible policy issues associated with student-working? The
data gained from the stakeholder interviews, and the research literature, sug-
gest several principles that could conceivably help to form a policy agenda.
These principles are threefold. They are:
(1) The need to ensure that students who work are treated fairly by
employers and by their educational institutions so that they are not
exploited (see Table 3 for potential difﬁculties) and so that they are
able to give due attention to both sets of responsibilities.
(2) That the learning gained from part-time work is seen as important,
can be articulated by all stakeholders and may possibly be accredited
in some way.
(3) That due attention is paid to equity issues so that neither those who
work nor those who do not work are unduly advantaged and those
who have jobs providing rich experience are not unduly advantaged
compared with those who have jobs that are relatively impoverished
in the experiences available. It is acknowledged that issues such as
social class or geographical location may in turn affect access to part-
time jobs and more speciﬁcally to good quality part-time jobs; how-
ever these matters were only mentioned by one interviewee.
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Flowing from these principles, some policy issues that could warrant atten-
tion are listed below. Some might more readily be applied to school stu-
dents, as it could be argued that university students, who are generally
18 years or older, have more ability to ‘fend for themselves’, although the
collective national interest could be served by facilitating the nature of
university students’ engagement with part-time work to aid course comple-
tion. Some of these issues can be dealt with only by government policy,
others by internal policies that can be introduced by other bodies (e.g.
schools or employers) and others could best be addressed by government
and education and/or industry working in tandem to introduce complemen-
tary policies.
Relating to principle 1
 Greater government regulation of working hours for student-workers.
 The right for student-workers to time off for speciﬁed school and uni-
versity-related activities.
 A referral service for under-18 student-workers needing advice about
employment difﬁculties.
 Timetabling ﬂexibility at schools and universities within reasonable
bounds.
Relating to principle 2
 The right to qualiﬁcation-based or part-qualiﬁcation-based training as
part of student-working.
 Consideration of standard forms of recognition in school and univer-
sity qualiﬁcations for learning from part-time work.
Relating to principle 3
 A ‘compensation’ programme organised through educational institu-
tions for those students unable to access part-time work. This would
be designed to provide the experiences and skills development more
usually gained through part-time work but could also provide actual
paid work.
Relating to two or more principles
 The need for pre-education at school about rights and responsibilities
of part-time working at ages 13 or 14 before formal student-working
life begins.
 Structured dialogue about part-time working between educational insti-
tutions and employers at local levels.
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 Structured dialogue about part-time working among educational insti-
tutions, employers and unions at State and national levels.
These issues are conﬁned to those which ﬁt readily within existing insti-
tutional and governmental spheres of responsibility and activity. For exam-
ple, those policy issues relating to principle 1 would be primarily handled
through industrial relations ‘awards’ and collective agreements, and through
school systems which are managed at the state level. Moreover, since the
suggested interventions grow from interviews with relevant policy-makers it
is likely that they would be acceptable.
The list also reﬂects what may be acceptable to employers; many
employers already have internal policies about hours, time off and training,
sometimes developed during negotiations with trade unions, as well as dia-
logue with local educational institutions, and those that do not may be read-
ily persuaded of the business case for such provisions. In other areas of
regulation related to employment and training, employers report that
enlightened practices assist them in providing evidence of quality, gaining
government contracts and attracting labour (e.g. Smith, Comyn, Brennan
and Smith 2009). It is likely that similar consequences might ﬂow from
somewhat more regulated use of student labour. However, there is also a
danger that employers could be discouraged from employing students if any
regulatory framework was perceived as being too rigid; or that students
could resent perceived governmental interference in their working lives. So
while there are some areas in which policy intervention could be regarded
as useful, there are also arguments for leaving student-working off the
policy agenda. The research, and other data, indicated that the strategic
importance of student labour to employers and to industries means that
student-working will be an enduring feature of the twenty-ﬁrst century
labour market, regardless of the presence or absence of policy interventions.
Note
1. This body was superseded by 2008 ‘award simpliﬁcation’ processes that also
affected pay rates in retail and hospitality.
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